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Exploring Divergent Trajectories in Bronze Age 
Landscapes: Tell Settlement in the Hungarian 

Borsod Plain and the Romanian Ier Valley

Tobias L. Kienlin, Klára P. Fischl, Liviu Marta

Abstract: Drawing on data from ongoing projects in the Hungarian Borsod plain, occupied by Hatvan 
and subsequent (Otomani‑)Füzesabony communities, and the Romanian Carei plain, occupied by Sanislău and 
following Otomani communities, it is argued in this paper that the traditional modelling of Bronze Age tell 
sites as proto‑urban, chiefly settlements falls short of a more complex ancient reality. Rather than being a weak 
reflection of Mediterranean palatial society, it can be shown that tell settlement in the Carpathian Basin is a 
complex and variable phenomenon – in chronological and regional terms as well as in socio‑political and cultural 
ones. Our modern perception that such sites were dominating the landscape is partly misleading and impov‑
erishes our understanding of the communities under study. Instead, it can be shown that there were different 
trajectories taken by ‘tell‑building’ communities throughout the Carpathian Basin. There is a wide range of 
organisational options and divergent regional trajectories that should not be subsumed under covering models 
of the “Rise of Bronze Age Society”.

Keywords: Early and Middle Bronze Age, tell settlement, settlement patterns, centre and periphery

Much Bronze Age research is dominated by a top‑down approach, i. e. a specific interest taken 
in the evolution of stratified society and the socio‑political impact of metalworking. In this context 
Bronze Age tell sites of the Carpathian Basin are interpreted as (proto‑) urban settlements that more 
or less successfully drew upon agricultural and other resources from their surroundings and controlled 
the exchange in valuable objects and raw materials from abroad. They were home, supposedly, to some 
kind of functionally and politically differentiated population with peasants, craft specialists – and 
some in charge of all this1.

This modelling of Bronze Age society involves considerable extrapolation from the archaeological 
record, and it heavily depends upon acceptance of two closely related concepts. First, some kind of 
core and periphery model with prehistoric Europe situated on the margin of Mediterranean urban or 
palatial centres. Second, acceptance that demonstration of contemporaneity is a meaningful state‑
ment on the relation of both areas, and that the movement of objects between some group or site in 
the Carpathian Basin and, say, Myceneae is proof of structured interaction and dependency2.

A prominent example of this approach is K. Kristiansen and L. Larsson’s magisterial study “The 
Rise of Bronze Age Society”, from which the following passage is taken:3 “Visitors to the chiefly courts 
in the northwestern Carpathians during the seventeenth and sixteenth centuries BC would have met 
a shining world of painted/decorated houses in east Mediterranean imitation, chariots, new weapons 
and new exotic rituals of drinking and feasting [...] The chiefly courts of the tell cultures combined a 
1 See, for example, Hänsel 1996, 244; Hänsel 1998, 22; Hänsel 2002, 80–83; Németi, Molnár 2007, 55–69, 177–183, 486; 

Earle, Kristiansen 2010b, 25–26; Earle, Kolb 2010, 59; Earle et al. 2015, 641–642. Compare also Jockenhövel 1990, 
211–213; David 1998; Gogâltan 2010.

2 See, for example, Vladár 1973, 273–293; Vladár 1977, 186; Vladár 1981; Bader 1990. See also Hänsel 1996, 244–250; 
Hänsel 2002, 79–83, 96–97; Kristiansen 1998; David 1998, 244–251; David 2001; David 2007; Furmánek et al. 1999, 
120; Gancarski 2002; Earle 2002; Kristiansen, Larsson 2005, 128–129, 161–162; Gogâltan 2008, 52; Gogâltan 2010, 
19–40; Earle, Kristiansen 2010c, 239–256; Kristiansen, Suchowska‑Ducke 2015 for more recent reformulations of 
this position. With a more differentiated approach emphasising structural differences for example Jockenhövel 1990, 
211–216, 228; Harding 2000, 418–422; Harding 2006a, 465; Harding 2006b, 105–107; Bartelheim 2007; Primas 2008; 
Bartelheim, Stäuble 2009; Fokkens, Harding 2013; Duffy 2014; Brück, Fontijn 2013; Jaeger 2015; Jaeger 2016.

3 For a critical assessment of this work, the problems it poses both on the empirical side and on the theoretical one see, for 
example, Harding 2006a; Harding 2013; Nordquist, Whittaker 2007; Galaty et al. 2014; Kienlin 2015b; Kienlin 2017.
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strong innovative local tradition in pottery and metalwork with exotic cultural traits from the Minoans 
and Mycenaeans, whom they met regularly at some of the trading points. Even script – the mysterious 
powerful script – did they want to adopt. Not for recording their possessions or tribute payments [...] 
but as a powerful, esoteric ritual.”4

World‑view, clearly, is involved here: Although European communities and elites never quite 
reached the core area’s scale and splendour, prehistoric Europe is seen to develop along broadly the 
same lines previously taken by the ancient Near East or the Aegean Bronze Age. Structural similarity is 
assumed, when in fact there were fundamental differences in social and cultural development5. What 
chiefly courts, one may ask here, and what evidence of social differentiation, be it economic inequality, 
political hierarchies or craft specialisation? The meaning of exotic objects is taken for given, and no 
attempt is made to study the recontextualisation and appropriation of foreign elements in ‘Barbarian’ 
Europe. ‘Systemic’ interrelation and the effect of contact on peripheral culture and society is taken for 
given instead of being demonstrated6.

Curiously, this falls short of recent interaction studies in Mediterranean and Near Eastern 
Archaeology, where there is a growing awareness that even politically centralised and economically 
strong ‘core’ states lacked the ability to project their power over large distances7. Instead, local tradi‑
tions, systems of knowledge and notions of the world or society are understood to delay or forestall 
core dominance over peripheral groups8. Attention is drawn to the differential outcomes of contact 
and exchange depending on local valuations, specific historical trajectories and peripheral agency 
opposite outside ‘influence’9. It is increasingly agreed upon, that neither comprehensive concepts such 
as an ideology of legitimate political power, nor symbolically charged objects such as valuables or pres‑
tige goods are likely to remain unaffected in their specific meaning and potential to be drawn upon 
in local discourse when transfered from ‘core’ to ‘periphery’10. ‘Import’ by whatever means and local 
emulation are taken to involve a transformation of meaning11. And it is realised that contact will not 
automatically take the form of systemic interdependence or asymmetry of exchange12. The effect of 
contact and exchange, that is to say, must not be taken for granted. The occurence of foreign derived 
immaterial notions and material culture has to be studied by reference to their actual use in a new 
context. Foreign elements have to be understood in terms of their specific reworking by local com‑
munities and individuals. Their potential to destabilise local traditions and social order must not be 
unduly emphasised13. It is somewhat amazing, then, that the presence of a Mycenaean sword or spiral 
motiv in the Carpathian Basin can still be said to indicate the adoption of Mycenaean warrior ideology, 
while, for example, in Minoan studies Egyptian scarabs in Cretean tombs are understood to be drawn 
upon in a specifically Minoan way to express local identities14. 

For this reason, it is argued here, that the traditional modelling of Bronze Age tell sites – ulti‑
mately in likeness of Mediterranean civilisation – falls short of a more complex ancient reality. It is 
taken to be established, that the beginnings of Bronze Age tells pre‑date the Mycenaean palaces and 
even the shaft grave period, and it is assumed that previous contact with Minoan palatial society, 
if any direct contact existed at all, was such that it did not significantly affect local trajectories15. 
It is further assumed that there is no break in local development say from the Early to the Middle 

4 Kristiansen, Larsson 2005, 167.
5 See Kienlin 2012a; Kienlin 2012b; Kienlin 2015a.
6 Kienlin 2015b; Kienlin 2017.
7 Stein 1999a, 55–64; Stein 1999b, 160–165.
8 E. g. Wengrow 2011, 136–137; Bachhuber 2011, 164–171.
9 E. g. Dietler 1989, 127–128, 134–136; Dietler 1998, 297–301; Dietler 2006, 224–227; Broodbank 2011, 28–29.
10 E. g. Dietler 2006, 228–229; Herrero 2011, 268–269, 276–277; Maran 2011, 282–284.
11 E. g. Stein 1999a, 66.
12 E. g. Dietler 1989, 135–136; Stein 1999b, 157; Stein 2002, 907–908; Kohl 2011, 80–81.
13 See also various papers in Maran, Stockhammer 2012.
14 Herrero 2011, 269–271.
15 Contra approaches like the one of Hänsel 2002, 96, who modifies traditional diffusionism to a broadly parallel development 

of both areas in order to allow for the results of radiocarbon dating. Contra, as well, the different horizons of Minoan 
and subsequent Mycenaean influence distinguished by Kristiansen, Larsson 2005. See, for example, Vulpe 2001; Kiss 
2011, 226; Kiss 2012; Fischl 2012, 46–47; Jaeger, Kulcsár 2013, 302–313; Fischl et al. 2013, 364; Gogâltan 2015 on 
the absolute chronology of the Early to Middle Bronze Age tell communities; the resulting problems with the notion of 
Mycenaean (even shaft grave period) ‘predecessors’ or ‘influence’ are obvious.
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Bronze Age in Hungarian terms that may be related to a gradual expansion of Mycenaean influ‑
ence and interest north. In other words, the position taken here is that Early and Middle Bronze 
Age societies of the Carpathian Basin developed largely on their own. We must refer, therefore, to 
the internal logic of these groups for an understanding of their settlement, their use of material 
culture or their construction of social space, not to their foreign contacts south. The latter may 
be established by sporadic imports, but they did not result in convergence – social, ideological or 
otherwise16. 

Rather than being a weak reflection of palatial society, it can be shown that Bronze Age tell settle‑
ment is a complex and variable phenomenon – in chronological and regional terms as well as in socio‑
political and cultural ones. This tends to ignored when likeness with Mediterranean developments is 
expected and “[...] otherwise sensible scholars [start] to see things that are not there and to ignore 
crucial developments [...] in an effort to impose [foreign] structures [...]”17. In particular, development 
towards site hierarchies, differentiation in social relations and political ranking often are assumed 
rather than convincingly demonstrated. There is much variability in settlement size and continuity, 
internal organisation and architecture as well as with regard to the integration of multi‑layer tell sites 
into wider settlement systems. Our modern perception that such sites were dominating the land‑
scape is partly misleading. Instead, it can be shown that there were different trajectories taken by 
‘tell‑building’ communities throughout the Carpathian Basin. Such regional variation in settlement 
patterns is often neglected, and the dynamics of such settlement systems and their individual sites 
through time is often ignored as well.

This will be illustrated by reference to Early to Middle Bronze Age (Hungarian terminology) ‘tell‑
building’ communities in two micro‑regions of the northern and north‑eastern part of the Carpathian 
Basin: the Hungarian Borsod plain, occupied by Hatvan and subsequent (Otomani‑)Füzesabony com‑
munities; and the Romanian Carei plain occupied by Sanislău and following Otomani communities 
during the period under consideration. Drawing on data from ongoing projects in both micro‑regions, 
it will be suggested we better leave behind essentialising concepts of ‘centre’ and ‘periphery’ in a Bronze 
Age world. We have to allow for the variability and historicity of potentially interacting local groups – 
both in the Bronze Age Aegean and in ‘Barbarian’ Europe. There were different local trajectories. In the 
Mediterranean and Southeastern Europe we find divergent concepts of materiality and social space. 
Communities in both regions expose cultural complexity, but it was only in the Mediterranean that 
this translates into the development of explicitely politically stratified societies.

Case Study 1: Hatvan Settlement on the Hungarian Borsod Plain

By way of example, let us first consider a group of Hatvan and Füzesabony sites situated along 
the foothills of the Hungarian Bükk mountains and on the adjacent flatlands of the Borsod plain 
(Fig. 1). Most sites of this micro‑region, that is located on the northern periphery of the Hatvan cul‑
ture, were already mentioned in N.  Kalicz’18 classic monograph on the Early Bronze Age in north‑
eastern Hungary. However, it was only with a recent intensive survey programme that more detailed 
information on the structure of these sites and the settlement pattern in general has become available 
(BORBAS project)19. Starting on the micro‑level, it is our aim to explore the inner structure of these 
settlements, to establish the location and the structure of households, to see if there are settlement 
parts with specialised function, and to compare the architecture and activity patterns of the various 
parts of these sites. On a macro‑level an attempt is made to define the factors that determined the 
choice of site location and to understand the spatial organisation of settlement in environmental, 
economic and social terms. In the long‑run, it is asked what role the individual sites examined played 
in the settlement network of the Hatvan and Füzesabony cultures, and an attempt will be made at 
comparing the land use, economy and society of both groups. 

16 Kienlin 2015a.
17 Dietler 1998, 297.
18 Kalicz 1968.
19 Borsod Region Bronze Age Settlement; see Fischl et al. 2012; Fischl, Kienlin 2013; Fischl et al. 2014; Fischl et al. 2015; 

Fischl, Kienlin 2015; Fischl et al. 2016; Kienlin et al. in print.
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Fig. 1. Map of Hatvan and Füzesabony period settlements on the Borsod 
plain and foothill zone of the Bükk mountains.

Tard-Tatárdomb

One of these sites, Tard‑Tatárdomb is situated on the first heights of the foothills, where the 
Bükk mountains run into the Borsod plain (Fig. 2). These foothills are characterised by a number of 
small river valleys that run in north‑south direction and drain into the previously swampy plain. The 
Bronze Age site of Tard‑Tatárdomb occupies the edge of the high terrace above one of these streams. 
It is situated some 50 m above the modern village of Tard. N. Kalicz, in his catalogue of Hatvan sites, 
lists a ‘very large settlement’ of the Hatvan culture at Tard‑Tatárdomb, but without further informa‑
tion on the structure of the occupation etc.20 More recently, all available information on the history of 
research on the prehistoric fortified settlement of Tard‑Tatárdomb has been collected in a monograph 
on the castles of the Komitat Borsod‑Abaúj‑Zemplén21.

From aerial photographs it is apparent that Tard‑Tatárdomb follows the general pattern observed 
on Hatvan sites throughout the study area with a central tell or tell‑like part, a fairly massive ditch 
that enclosed the inner section of the site and an outer settlement of substantial size (Fig. 3). Given 
its limited height, Tard‑Tatardomb is a tell‑like multi‑layer settlement rather than a proper tell (Fig. 4). 
Surface finds of pottery confirm that both parts of the site were settled in Hatvan and subsequent 
Füzesabony times. Beyond this first impression, however, our geophysical prospection and intensive 
archaeological survey imply that the history of the site was more complex in terms of its different 
phases and settlement dynamics than previously expected22.

The central part of Tard‑Tatárdomb is enclosed by a U‑shaped ditch that is visible in the magne‑
togram as a darkish (i. e. positive) magnetic anomaly of variable intensity (c. 5 nT to 8 nT down to 
c. 1 nT to 4 nT in less well‑defined zones; Fig. 5). The course of this anomaly corresponds well with the 
surface evidence for the existence of a trench, i. e. the depression left on the surface and the different

20 Kalicz 1968, 119, no. 41.
21 Nováki et al. 2007, 125–126.
22 Fischl et al. 2012, 27–29; Fischl, Kienlin 2013, 18–27; Fischl et al. 2014; Kienlin et al. in print.
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Fig. 2. Tard‑Tatárdomb. Location of the site on the high bank of the river Lator; 
in the background the Bükk Mountains. Aerial photograph 2012.

Fig. 3. Tard‑Tatárdomb. Aerial photograph from 2010 showing the different parts of the 
Bronze Age settlement visible on the surface by the different colour of the soil.
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soil colour of its infill (Figs. 3 and 4). Magnetometer data are not well suited to determine the exact 
width and volume of such subterranean structures. So it is only an approximation that this (inner) 
ditch at Tard‑Tatárdomb – as defined by the magnetic signal and the surface evidence – is approxi‑
mately 8 m to 17 m wide, i. e. with some variation in its different parts. Coring indicates a depth of 
c. 4 m.

Fig. 4. Tard‑Tatárdomb. View of the central part of the settlement and ditch seen from the south.

Unlike other Hatvan sites23, the ditch at Tard‑Tatárdomb seems to have broadly linear sections 
and rounded ‘corners’ rather than forming a more or less circular structure. This layout may be the 
consequence of the specific history of this site, with an original Hatvan time nucleus and a Füzesabony 
phase expansion to the central part of the settlement. Future excavations are necessary to be sure on 
this point. However, from the data at hand it is possible that the older (Hatvan) core of the site was 
originally enclosed by a roundish ditch (Fig. 6). At some later stage, the northern part of this older 
structure was apparently refilled, since it is overlain by some (pit) anomalies that may correspond to 
the younger Füzesabony occupation of the site. Possibly during broadly the same younger phase an 
extension to the ditch was dug towards the north in order to enclose a somewhat larger core area. 
Surface finds confirm this interpretation, since from the northern ‘extension’ of the central area there 
is mainly pottery attributable to the Füzesabony period, while the smaller ‘original’ core yields mate‑
rial from both the Hatvan and Füzesabony times (Figs. 7 and 8). If this interpretation is confirmed 
by subsequent work on the site, there was an older, roundish core (c. 0.2 ha) of the settlement dating 
from Hatvan times onwards, and an enlargement in Füzesabony times that brought the central part 
of the site up to c. 0.44 ha.

The original core, according to the above interpretation, c. 46 m on 57 m in diameter is set apart 
in the magnetometer data by its slightly negative (i. e. lighter) background readings in the c. ‑0.5 nT to 
‑2 nT range (Fig. 5). In this area there is evidence of some two to three houses that show up as broadly 
rectangular structures (c. 5 nT to 10 nT up to readings in the c. 30 nT to 40 nT range) orientated along 

23 E. g. the neighbouring site of Emőd‑Nagyhalom (Fischl, Kienlin 2013, 11–14, figs. 4A, 4B and 5); see also Anders et al. 
2010, 150, fig. 3, 154, fig. 7, 155, fig. 8; Czajlik 2002, 162, 164, fig. 2; Miklós 2006, 138–141, 143, fig. 4, 145, fig. 7, 146, 
fig. 9.
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the north‑west to south‑east axis (Fig. 6). These houses range in size from c. 5–6 m on 14–16 m (or 
more) and may have had two rooms. This corresponds well with the geophysical results from neigh‑
bouring sites24 and houses known from the excavation of Bronze Age tell sites in adjacent areas25. A 
number of general ‘pit’ anomalies may point to additional houses that are less well preserved or not 
visible in the magnetogram due to their construction material or lack of burning etc. However, space 
is limited in this central part of Tard‑Tatárdomb, and the maximum number of houses possibly coex‑
isting at the same time was certainly rather small. 

By comparison, the northern extension to the central part (as discussed above) has somewhat 
higher background values (Fig. 5). Such differences in susceptibility are potentially due to the different 
nature and the different amount of settlement debris that accumulated in the course of time. Judging 
by the contour lines and the different magnetic properties of the soil it is possible that the cultural 
layers in this area are less thick and occupation was less intense. This would nicely match the above 
observation that surface finds imply a shorter (Füzesabony only) history of intense occupation in this 
area (Fig. 8). Interestingly, in this zone there are just some general settlement pit anomalies of various 
size and magnetic strength (c. 1 m to 1.5 m in diameter; c. 6 nT to 15 nT, rarely up to c. 25 nT). For the 

24 Kienlin et al. in print.
25 For an overview see Fischl 2006, 185–187; Kienlin 2012b, 287–289; Kienlin 2015a, 53–56.

Fig. 5. Tard‑Tatárdomb. Greyscale plot (+/‑ 10 nT) of the magnetometer data of the 
central part of the site and part of the outer settlement surveyed in 2012.
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time being, the reasons of this finding remain unclear (Fig. 6). Potential houses in this area may simply 
be less well preserved; there may have been differences in architecture and building materials used 
during a younger occupation phase that affect magnetic visibility; or by mere chance houses in this 
area were not affected and improved in magnetic visibility by fire. From the anomalies encountered 
it is unlikely, however, that the newly enclosed area remained open and devoid of settlement activity. 
Thus, the Füzesabony period expansion postulated above would have provided space for a limited 
number of additional households in the enclosed central part of the site.

Fig. 6. Tard‑Tatárdomb. Interpretation of the magnetometer data and 
tentative plan of the settlement with houses and enclosures.
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Fig. 7. Tard‑Tatárdomb. Distribution of surface finds attributed to the Hatvan period.

Some 35–50 m outside the inner trench there is evidence of a second enclosure. Unlike the inner 
one this outer line is not visible on the surface, and it shows a different pattern of anomalies (Fig. 5). 
It is only a maximum of c. 8 m wide and more sharply bounded – at least in some parts – than the 
inner trench. Since the inner trench is apparently two‑phase (Hatvan and Füzesabony; see above), it 
is likely that both demarcations co‑existed at some stage. However, without an excavation it is unclear 
which of the following scenarios applies: There may have been an outer demarcation already in Hatvan 
times, and it may or may not have survived into Füzesabony times when the inner ditch was expanded. 
Alternatively, an outer demarcation was established only in Füzesabony times.
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Fig. 8. Tard‑Tatárdomb. Distribution of surface finds attributed to the Füzesabony period.

In the outer settlement, defined as the zone between the inner ditch(es) and the outer demar‑
cation, there is evidence for some nine houses, whose general location and orientation is thought 
secure (Figs. 5 and 6). As with the central part of the site, it is likely, that our magnetometer data is 
biased towards burned structures. Consequently, there may have been more houses than suggested 
in our reconstruction. What we clearly see, however, is that the houses in the outer settlement do not 
systematically differ in size and layout from those in the centre part (size from c. 5–6 m on 14–16 m, 
sometimes even more, and some with two rooms). The general pattern observed is one of houses 
arranged in concentric order parallel to both the inner and outer ditches. If in fact there are no addi‑
tional houses in between both lines, there would have been two rows of houses situated at a distance 
of c. 15 m to 20 m from each other. The distance kept from the inner ditch was somewhat smaller 
(down to c. 2 m to 3 m) than on the outside where the houses are situated c. 5 m to 6 m away from the 
anomaly caused by the ditch. 
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Fig. 9. Tard‑Tatárdomb. A. Topography of the site with contour lines 
overlying the magnetogram. B. 3D model of the site.
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Interestingly, the houses of the inner ring are located in an area that is characterised by its slightly 
negative (i. e. lighter) background readings alike the core area. In fact this zone that is approximetaly 
4 m to 15 m wide reaches a height comparable to the central part of the site (Fig. 9). This may just have 
been some kind of benching formed by material thrown up from the inner enclosure. Alternatively, it 
is possible that some households in this zone actually achieved a similar continuity like those of the 
central core area and left behind a comparable amount of settlement debris (Fig. 3). This notion is 
clearly supported by the surface finds, since there are concentrations of pottery attributable to both 
the Hatvan and Füzesabony periods in close spatial relation to house anomalies in this zone (Figs. 7 
and 8). In any case, from the surface finds it is evident, that this outer settlement was occupied both 
in Hatvan and Füzesabony times. A long and potentially complex history of occupation of the outer 
settlement is also implied by the fact that at least one house of the inner ‘ring’ has a different orienta‑
tion from the rest (Fig. 6).

Finally, beyond the outer demarcation, there is evidence from the magnetogram of occasional ‘pit’ 
anomalies in general terms (Figs. 5 and 6). The interpretation of this outer zone, that has also been 
observed on a number of other Hatvan sites26, in functional terms is unclear. However, both surface 
finds of pottery and an occasional ‘pit’ in the magnetogram are indicative of some kind of activity and 
use made of this zone starting in Hatvan times and continued during the Füzesabony period. Our 
results are preliminary with regard to the extend of this zone. So far evidence of Bronze Age activity 
comes from an area of c. 3.6 ha covered by magnetometry, extending c. 120 m to the north‑west and 
south‑east of the outer ditch.

Discussion

Tard‑Tatárdomb is just one example from our ongoing work (Kienlin et al. in print), but already 
the much greater diversity of such sites is noteworthy, when compared to the earlier description in the 
work of N. Kalicz27. There is greater variability in their development and in their role in a wider social 
landscape than previously assumed. The outer part, in particular, potentially is much larger than used 
to be thought. Its different zones – such with building remains that point to regular settlement activity 
versus general ‘pit’ anomalies indicative of some other kind of activities – require greater archaeolog‑
ical attention. The well‑known inner core of such sites is just one part of a more complex whole, and a 
general model would currently include the following elements, that may prove dynamic vis‑à‑vis each 
other through time in spatial, functional or social terms (Fig. 10): 1. an inner, multi‑layer core with 
evidence of settlement acitivity and houses of rather standardised size; 2. a deep and wide ditch that 
sets the inner tell or tell‑like core practically and symbolically apart from its surroundings, but may 
be subject to modifications depending on social, economic or demographic requirements; 3. an outer 
settlement that can itself be divided in two parts: 3a. an intensively used inner part, potentially with 
houses that do not differ much from those in the centre part; 3b. an outer zone featuring pits possibly 
indicative of various activities related to storage and/or production. Finally, beyond that zone there 
were numerous other such settlement units of a similar kind, their fields and pasture. And there was a 
socially constructed, ideational landscape, that may have comprised ritual features such as places that 
attracted deposits, as well as territories claimed by the respective communities, for example, through 
the location of their burial grounds28. All of this is potentially more complex and fluid than the Bronze 
Age standard model of settlement hierarchies and political territories has us expect. It does not cor‑
respond, in several respects, to the notion of a central tell site in political and economic control of both 
its immediate and its wider surroundings – the notorious fortified tell ‘acropolis’ opposite functionally 
and politically dependent open ‘villages’29.

For example, as already mentioned, there is no systematic difference in the size and the archi‑
tecture of houses on the central tell part and in the surrounding outer settlement. Apart from the 
‘specialised’ use the outer zone 3b, that was not used for living but for a variety of day‑to‑day activies, 
from the geomagnetics we lack all evidence of a differentiation on the household level. The random 

26 E. g. Fischl, Pusztai 2009; Fischl, Rebenda 2012.
27 Kalicz 1968.
28 E. g. Fontijn 2001/02; Bérenger et al. 2012.
29 E. g. Hänsel 1996, 244–248; Hänsel 2002, 82; Falkenstein 1998, 268; Earle, Kristiansen 2010c, 220.
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distribution of surface finds of ‘special’ artefact types like animal figurines, portable hearths or 
waggon/wheel models, that are commonly thought to be associated with outstanding, socially or ritu‑
ally motivated activities, throughout both the inner and outer settlement points into the same direc‑
tion30. In addition, it is possible that some households located on the ‘benching’ in front of the inner 
ditch could actually lay claim to an equally long tradition like those resident ‘on‑tell’ (see above). Upon 
excavation different traditions of doing things and preferences for specific tasks may become apparent 
on a family or household level. But it would come as a surprise to see anything like the functional and 
social differentiation in the polities that were politically controlled by Mycenaean palaces31.

So what may have ‘distinguished’ the families on the tell from (some of) their ‘off‑tell’ neighbours 
may have been their claim to greater antiquity only and their positioning in the spatial and ideological 
focus of the community rather than ‘hard’ political power or economic predominance. However, we 
have seen that even these ‘soft’ factors may have been subject to negotiation: We have noted above, 
that at Tard‑Tatárdomb there are indications of an extension to the central ‘tell’ part of the site in 
Füzesabony times with corresponding modifications of the inner ditch. Since we do not know pre‑
cisely how densely the inner and the outer settlement respectively were occupied at any given time, 
we cannot determine the relative precentage of people living ‘on‑tell’ and ‘off‑tell’. But it is certainly 
possible, at Tard and other places32, that this ratio underwent repeated change during different phases 
of occupation. It is obvious, too, that the relative standing of ‘on‑tell’ and ‘off‑tell’ households vis‑à‑vis 
each other did not solidify into anything like a chiefdom‑type structure with a functionally and politi‑
cally differentiated population. In fact, we cannot even take it as given, that living ‘on‑tell’ was a social 
phenomenon at all, at least in the narrow sense of economic prosperity or political power. Rather, it 
may also have involved ideological concerns of relevance to and with a bearing on the wider commu‑
nity that ‘focused’ on this particular site and its enclosed (ancestral?) centre part33.

In any case, ‘membership’ or claim laid to the central tell part of such sites was potentially fluid. 
The communities in question faced different challenges and took different options. As a result, we see 
local variation in settlement organisation and its development through time. Rather than a constant 
build up of social differentiation, political rule and economic differences, there is evidence of variable 
responses to contingent events and long‑term trends. These may have ranged from disease and demo‑
graphic development, climate and environmental parameters to economic success and the agency of 
groups of people. This is all the more true since we are dealing with groups that were small in numbers 
and prone even, for example, to the success of an individual aggrandizer or resistance building up 
against his/her ambitions on the future development of the community34. A reorganisation like that 

30 See Fischl et al. 2014, 348–367.
31 E. g. Crowley 2008; Shelmerdine, Bennet 2008; Siennicka 2010; Schallin, Tournavitou 2015.
32 See catalogue in Kienlin et al. in print.
33 See, for example, Whittle 1996; Chapman 1997a; Chapman 1997b; Chapman 2000; Bailey 2000; Parkinson 2002; 

Parkinson 2006.
34 See, for example, Roscoe 2000.

Fig. 10. Model of the Early to Middle Bronze Age sites in the Borsod region with a central 
multi‑layer part (1), enclosure (2) and outer part with houses (3) and pits (4).
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postulated for the site of Tard‑Tatárdomb may also have had other profane reasons, such as a growing 
reliance on the ditches for actual defence, when the number of group members may have temporarily 
declined, rather than mere social signalling35. 

In more general terms, we must beware of ‘reading’ such sites in terms of linear growth only: At 
Vráble‑Fidvár in Slovakia, for example, there is evidence of a complex sequence which defies notions of 
the continuous growth of such communities and a static relation of the tell and its outer settlement. 
Starting from a rather modest Hatvan period settlement surrounded by the first (inner) ditch, there is 
evidence of an outward expansion in Únětice times with a new (outer) ditch and an outer settlement 
of up to 10 ha, followed by a contraction in subsequent Mad’arovce times and the construction of the 
final middle ditch36. On the other hand, from a number of (Otomani‑)Füzesabony sites an expansion 
of their fortified central tell part and their outer settlement area is reported and is often related to an 
alleged increase in population size or a general economic and/or socio‑political uprise37. Judging from 
the case study reported on here, it would seem that much more work needs to be done on the chrono‑
logical and functional relation of such sites and their various parts before we can rely on such interpre‑
tations. Furthermore, it is quite obvious that individual sites followed different trajectories. Tells and 
their surrounding open settlements were dynamic systems that we do not even understand in terms 
of ‘mere’ chronology and even less so in terms of their internal social, economic or political dynamics. 
The obvious variability encountered should not be subsumed to unilinear models that involve the evo‑
lution of political control and social differentiation in these communities. 

It is true that paralleled by climatic changes from the second half of the Early Bronze Age onwards 
there is some socio‑economic dynamics in the communities of the Carpathian Basin. This is the period 
when the tell settlements started growing, and it is obvious that in the course of time these com‑
munities became more differentiated in social and economic terms38. However, we find it difficult to 
consider tell sites in general and the ones under study here ‘central’ in terms of political evolution 
and control exercised over adjacent ‘dependent’ sites on lower ranks of a perceived site hierarchy39. 
Given the general lack of data from all classes of sites, often the presence of tells as such is the only 
argument for their ‘centrality’ at all. This is the kind of circular reasoning that we also find applied to 
the tell sites of our study area. Yet, surely for centrality to be a meaningful concept one should expect 
some differences between classes of sites. This, however, does not seem to be case in our study area, 
for unlike the Vatya situation in the west40, as well as the Otomani communities further east41, there 
are little indications that the tells or fortified sites under discussion here were surrounded by a net‑
work of open satellite settlements. Despite a relatively good coverage of the landscape, so far we have 
just one example of such an open, single‑phase site at Tard Rét‑oldal, situated at a distance of c. 2.5 
kilometres from the next ‘normal’ fortified and composite site with its tell‑like core and surrounding 
outer settlement. At Rét‑oldal during the systematic field research carried out in the valley of the Lator 
stream Füzesabony period finds were collected at the location of a multi‑period site oriented towards 
the river42. A somewhat different situation is encountered at Emőd, with a constellation of two rather 
close sites, the short‑lived single‑layer site of Emőd‑Zsedény dűlő and the fortified tell‑like site of 
Emőd‑Nagyhalom at a distance of only about 500 metres as the crow flies, but 20 metres higher on a 
small hill. From Emőd‑Zsedény there are Hatvan period finds, and there are weak indications from the 
magnetometer data that there may also have been some kind of demarcation, although certainly none 
as massive as the typical ditches found with the ‘normal’ tell oder tell‑like fortified sites such as nearby 
Emőd‑Nagyhalom43. This constellation, which one would not normaly regard as ‘satellite’ settlements, 
but rather as distinct clusters of habitation of potentially different age in a larger settled area, may also 
be encountered at Borsodivánka‑Marhajárás. At Borsodivánka, the distribution of Bronze Age finds 

35 Cf. Roscoe 2008; Roscoe 2009.
36 Bátora et al. 2012, 124–125, fig. 16; Bátora 2013, 378, 382.
37 See, for example, Nižná Myšľa (Olexa 1992, 197; Olexa 2003), Otomani‑Cetăţuia and Sălacea (Bader 1982, 56, 58, 60), 

Bakonszeg‑Kádárdomb (Máthé 1988, 32) and Andrid‑Dealul Taurilor/Bika domb (Marta et al. 2010, 123–130).
38 E. g. Fischl et al. 2013; Fischl et al. 2015; Fischl, Kiss 2015; Dani et al. 2016.
39 E. g. Németi, Molnár 2002; Németi, Molnár 2007; Earle, Kristiansen 2010b; Earle, Kristiansen 2010c.
40 E. g. Poroszlai, Vicze 2000; Poroszlai, Vicze 2005; Szeverényi, Kulcsár 2012.
41 E. g. Német, Molnár 2002; Német, Molnár 2007; Német, Molnár 2012; see below.
42 Kleszó 2014.
43 Fischl, Kienlin 2013; Kienlin et al. in print.
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around the Marhajárás tell itself covers the entire area of the island formerly surrounded by the small 
stream Rima44. Sherds dated to the period under study have also been collected on the further side of 
the Rima creek (these days diverted to a canal) at the site called Szentistváni dűlő. This area was sepa‑
rated by a water course from the main site Marhajárás back in the Bronze Age as well. Rather than two 
distinct settlements (or the tell and its ’satellite‘) it would appear that we see here individual ’clusters‘ 
of a larger settled area, similar to the pattern recently proposed for the Bronze Age settlement in the 
Körös valley45. Adapted to the geographic conditions created by the meandering river, in that region a 
single settlement may be formed by multiple clusters of habitation, among them the tell itself. It was 
not possible to determine functional differences between the settled areas by means of the BAKOTA 
project’s non‑invasive research methods only, but they deem the interpretation of the sites as a single 
‘village’ proven.

So far, therefore, on the Borsod plain of northern Hungary and along the foothills of the Bükk 
mountains there is evidence of a rather dense pattern of enclosed Hatvan to Füzesabony period 
sites at distances down to about 5–10 km, and there are few, if any, single‑layer settlements in 
between them. The current model suggests, therefore, that such tell or tell‑like sites, some of them 
developing as part of larger settled areas, are the ‘standard’ type of settlement in this micro‑region. 
There is some variability in the size of the central part of these sites and in the thickness of their 
cultural layers, i. e. in the tradition ‘achieved’, but surely ‘centrality’ is not the right concept to 
account for such differences. For the Hatvan and Füzesabony period of the Borsod plain, there‑
fore, a settlement pattern of more or less equivalent sites in social and functional terms is much 
more conceivable than the evolution of centralisation and political control. Instead, an alternative 
model can be described, which consists of a network of fairly densely settled ‘composite’ villages 
with a multi‑layer, tell‑like core and a surrounding open settlement on the one hand, and a smaller 
number of structurally similar, proper tell sites with an external settlement unit – in a landscape, 
apparently devoid of any marked ranking among these enclosed, more or less long‑lived sites them‑
selves, or control exercised by them and surplus drawn from any open, second‑order sites in their 
surroundings.

Case Study 2: Otomani Settlement on the Romanian Carei Plain

A different settlement pattern, and certainly a different interpretation of Bronze Age tell com‑
munities can be encountered, if we shift attention c. 150 km east to the north‑western Romanian 
Carei plain and the valley of the river Ier (Fig. 11). The Ier valley is c. 80 km long and discharges 
into the Berettyó river that is situated between the Someş and Criş rivers, eastern tributaries of 
the Tisza. It flows through a wide valley (8–15 km) that used to be swampy until extensive modern 
drainage works. In prehistory human settlement existed but on a few islands in the river plain46, 
while the borders of the valley were more densely inhabited throughout prehistory. Settlement con‑
centrated along the fringes of the terraces, c.  10–20  m high, that communicate to the southern 
Tăşnadului hills47 and to the plateau of Carei to the north respectively48. The Carei plain, that is 
bounded by an extensive wetland, the Ecsed marsh, in the north too, was rather densely settled 
by Sanislău and Otomani communities during the Early and Middle Bronze Age49. Several micro‑
regions of different size have been distinguished, each comprising a number of open sites thought 
to focus on an Otomani tell that are situated at distances of 3.5 to 17 km. From the Otomani I to II 
period this system saw an increase in the number of sites and an expansion onto more marginal land 

44 Fischl et al. 2015, 125; Kienlin et al. in print.
45 Duffy 2014, 203–206.
46 E. g. the Bronze Age sites of Andrid‑Dealul taurilor, Pir‑Cetate and Săcueni‑Cetatea boului; Bader 1978, 128, no. 79; 

Marta et al. 2010, 123–130; Marta 2014a; Gogâltan 2014a; Gogâltan 2014b.
47 E. g. the eponymous site of Otomani‑Cetăţuie and Sălacea‑Dealul Vida; Bader 1978, 126, no. 67, 128, no. 80; Bader 1982, 

55–60; Ordentlich et al. 2014a; Ordentlich et al. 2014b.
48 E. g. Dindeşti‑Cetate; Bader 1978, 124, no. 34; Marta 2014d.
49 For a review of the local chronology and the Sanislău to Otomani I–III succession see Roman, Németi 1986; Roman, 

Németi 1989; Németi, Molnár 2012, 10–13, 34–37. A review and catalogue of the Bronze Age settlements in the study 
area is available in the volumes by J.  Németi and Zs. Molnár (Németi, Molnár 2002; Németi, Molnár 2007; Németi, 
Molnár 2012); most recently see also Molnár, Nagy 2013.
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thought to relate to an increase in population. In Otomani III there was a renewed contraction and 
a number of sites was abandoned50.

Fig. 11. Distribution of Otomani period settlements on the Carei plain 
and along the Ier valley in north‑western Romania.

Fig. 12. Otomani II period settlements on the Carei plain – hypothetical 
political territories (after Németi, Molnár 2012, 45, fi g. 53).

50 Németi, Molnár 2002, 46–53; Németi, Molnár 2007, 70–87, 204–210, 486–487.
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Unlike the Hatvan to Füzesabony settlement pattern discussed above, with its dense network 
of more or less equivalent multi layer tell or tell‑like sites, on the Carei plain there is evidence for the 
existence of open single‑layer sites alongside several fortified tell sites. The partly excavated tell of 
Carei‑Bobald, in particular, is thought to have dominated both surrounding open sites and a wider ter‑
ritory including second‑order tell sites (Fig. 12)51. The model suggested thus conceives of a hierarchical 
settlement pattern and the existence of a polity controlled by a (paramount) chief at Carei‑Bobald52. In 
good accordance with the Bronze Age ‘mainstream’ multi‑layer tell sites are seen as political and eco‑
nomic centres drawing on the agricultural surplus from surrounding (open) sites, in control of craft 
production and being the seat of tribal aristocracy and local chieftains53.

Carei-Bobald

It is worth therefore, to have a closer 
look at the situation on the Carei plain, in 
order to understand how such claims are sub‑
stantiated. The site of Carei‑Bobald (I) was 
first occupied in Early Bronze Age III times 
by a population attributed to the Sanislău 
group that left behind at least one cremated 
burial and a cultural layer c.  0.5–0.6  m 
thick54. Settlement ascribed to an Otomani 
population started right in the Otomani I 
phase, when it is assumed that the site was 
fortified, and continued throughout phases 
Otomani II and III until the end of the 
local Middle Bronze Age55. Eventually, the 
tell had reached a height of some 5–6 m of 
Bronze Age layers (Fig.  13) and covered an 
area of c. 70 × 100 m56. Recent geophysical 
prospection has shown that the central tell 
part of the site was surrounded by an outer 
settlement of considerable size. In addition, 
apparently another two outer ditches could 
be identified of as yet unknown date57. From 
excavations carried out at Carei‑Bobald since 
1966 there is some information on the archi‑
tecture and the size of houses and a good 
impression of the development of material 
culture, i. e. mainly pottery, through time58. 
Up to twelve houses or rather parts of houses 
from several phases have been identified so 
far. They ranged in size from c. 4 × 5–6 m up 
to a length of c. 8 m59. Even larger ‘communal’ buildings up to c. 5 × 12–14 m are thought to have been 
uncovered, for example, from the site of Otomani‑Cetatea de pămînt in the nearby Ier valley60. 

From the published evidence on the Carei plain and in the adjacent Ier valley there is little to 

51 Németi, Molnár 2012; Molnár, Németi 2014.
52 Németi, Molnár 2012, 15, 41–53.
53 See also Németi, Molnár 2007, 55–69, 177–183, 486; Molnár, Nagy 2013, 28–31, 35, 55.
54 Németi, Molnár 2012, 37.
55 Németi, Molnár 2002, 118, no. 14; Németi, Molnár 2012, 40; Molnár, Nagy 2013, 57; Molnár, Németi 2014, 44–45, 47.
56 Molnár, Németi 2014, 43.
57 Németi, Molnár 2012, 40, 52, figs. 62–63.
58 Németi, Molnár 2012, 19–34; Molnár, Németi 2014, 43–47.
59 Németi, Molnár 2012, 53–57.
60 Németi, Molnár 2012, 55.

Fig. 13. The tell site of Carei‑Bobald (I) on the Carei plain.
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suggest a significant functional and/or social differentiation between such household units. Elsewhere, 
such as at Vatya period Százhalombatta‑Földvár the coexistence of two ‘types’ of houses, small ones of 
c. 5 m × 8–9 m, and larger ones with two rooms and up to 10–11 m long61, is thought a result of remodel‑
ling, i. e. an extension added during the life cycle of the house. Even if some houses may have differed 
right from the start, the excavators note that such differences in house size, in their internal layout and 
the possible addition of another room do not reflect social differentiation, but rather changing needs 
and/or broadly speaking different ‘capacities’ of households through time62. The same is likely to apply 
on the Carei plain, in our opinion, and it is suggested that the overall pattern recorded of small groups of 
architecturally similar houses, that were possibly supplemented by structures for storage etc.63, is sug‑
gestive of relatively unstratified social relations. The houses and their surroundings were used for living 
and day‑to‑day activities such as food preparation and potentially for some small‑scale ‘craft’ production 
on a household level. However, for the time being there is no substantial evidence that members of the 
various on‑tell households were involved in widely different activities or had a different lifestyle64.

In the immediate surroundings of Carei‑Bobald there is a number of short‑lived open sites that are 
thought to have been dependent on the central tell in functional, economic and political terms65. Since 
there is little information available this claim is hard to validate. For sure, substantial survey work and 
excavation are required before we can be more precise on the standing of these sites vis‑à‑vis Carei‑
Bobald ‘centre’ in functional, social and political terms. However, even without more detailed informa‑
tion on their size, their lifespan and the activies carried out by such ‘off‑tell’ communities, it should be 
noted that rather than being separate entities to be discussed in terms of their political relation to the 
central tell, some of these ‘sites’ actually seem to form a continuous settled area (Fig. 14). This certainly 
is true for the three ‘sites’ situated within c. 100–250 m only from the central tell of Bobald I (i. e. the 
sites of Bobald I/1b, Bobald I/2a and Bobald II), that one would not normaly regard as ‘satellite’ settle‑
ments66, but rather as distinct clusters of potentially different age in a larger settled area67. 

Fig. 14. Open sites in the surroundings of the ‘central’ tell of Carei‑Bobald (I) (after Németi, Molnár 2012, 67, fig. 90).

61 Sørensen 2010, 138–139.
62 Sørensen 2010, 140–141.
63 Németi, Molnár 2012, 55–57; Molnár, Németi 2014, 46–47.
64 Németi, Molnár 2012, 53–72.
65 Németi, Molnár 2012, 15, 41–48, 63–72; Molnár, Nagy 2013, 28–35; Molnár, Németi 2014, 49.
66 See, for example, the figure caption in Németi, Molnár 2012, 63 figs. 84–85.
67 E. g. Duffy 2014, 203–206; see also above.
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Thus, for example, while one tends to expect the future tell (Bobald I) to be the oldest centre 
of occupation (Sanislău and continuously onward from Otomani I), the ‘site’ Bobald I/1b also dates 
back to Otomani I68 and may be of comparable absolut age. Bobald II and Bobald I/2a, that are dated 
to Otomani II and Otomani III respectively, confirm this impression69. These may be parts of a larger 
settled area with shifting ‘cores’ of most intensive habitation through time, and with just one of them 
developing into a truly multi‑layer tell. Nonetheless, from an emic perspective all of these ‘sites’ may 
have been perceived as belonging to just one ‘community’ or at least to one settlement unit, that along 
other dimensions fell into differentially ‘sucessful’ or in spatial terms ‘stable’ clusters of households. 
The possible reasons, why some households should have declined or frequently relocated while others 
opted for tradition in house location, are manifold. They are contingent upon many factors other than 
just economic success or power. Against this background it is a mistake to map and interpret Carei‑
Bobald I as a tell (and central site) right from the start70. In fact, initially this may have been just one 
among several similar clusters of households. It is hindsight that has us expect something ‘special’ 
about the inhabitants of Bobald I right from the beginning, when in fact it was only at a later stage 
and for reasons that cannot be taken for granted, that this specific part of a larger settled area achieved 
greater permanence and greater visible ‘antiquity’.

Second order sites? Berveni and Căpleni

On a higher level, there certainly is a tendency towards a more dense occupation of the landscape 
during Otomani II times that may be related to an increase in population numbers71. Yet, again, the 
political model preferred to account for the organisation and relation of these sites72 is just one pos‑
sibility among other interpretations that requires further work. Thus, beyond the open sites in its 
immediate and wider surroundings, Carei‑Bobald I, during its heyday in Otomani II, is thought to 
have controlled another two fortified multi‑layer tell sites at Tiream (Mezőterem‑Kendereshalom) to 
the south and at Berveni (Börvely) to the north, as well as an additional fortified single‑layer site at 
Căpleni about half the way north to Berveni (Figs. 11 and 12)73. From two of these sites there is new 
magnetometer data available (Berveni and Căpleni)74. While this does not necessarily solve any of the 
problems of interpretation raised, it may provide a starting point to rethink the Bronze Age landsape 
in the surroundings of Carei‑Bobald.

Berveni‑Holmoş is a multi‑layer site that stands out from the surrounding Ecsed marsh c. 2 m 
high (Fig. 15) and is dated to the Otomani II and III periods75 or even from Otomani I till III76. The 
site is situated c. 15 km north of Carei‑Bobald, on the western bank of an old arm of the Crasna river 
and close to the edge of the Carei plain. It was potentially drawing on its favourable position at the 
interface between the plateau and the neighbouring marsh ecosystem that allowed its inhabitants to 
make use of a range of resources from different environmental or topographic zones for agriculture, 
animal husbandry as well as for hunting and fishing. This situation is similar to the one further south, 
where a number of sites is located along the terraces accompanying the Ier valley77. Certainly, it was 
not political control or administrative needs (i. e. an attempt to establish control over a closed territory 
etc.) that favoured this choice of locations; mind also the rather large distances that would have made 
communciation, direct control and coercion difficult. Correspondingly, in the spatial model shown by 
Németi and Molnár78 Berveni is actually outside the suggested Bobald territory (see Fig. 12). It is only 
in the text and interpretation, that without obvious reason control and dependency are postulated79. 

68 Németi, Molnár 2002, 119, no. 15; Németi, Molnár 2012, 63, figs. 84–85, 70.
69 Németi, Molnár 2002, 120–121, nos. 16–17; Németi, Molnár 2012, 70–72.
70 Németi, Molnár 2012, 63, figs. 84–85.
71 Compare Németi, Molnár 2012, 44–46, figs. 51–56.
72 Németi, Molnár 2012, 41–49; Molnár, Nagy 2013, 28–31.
73 See Németi, Molnár 2012, 48–49 with annotations 100–103; Molnár, Nagy 2013, 31.
74 Bader 1978, 121, no. 12, 122, no. 19; Marta 2014b; Marta 2014c.
75 Németi, Molnár 2002, 116, no. 12; Marta 2014b, 36.
76 Németi, Molnár 2012, 44–46, figs. 51–56; Molnár, Nagy 2013, 57.
77 Marta et al. 2010; see also Kienlin et al. 2012.
78 Németi, Molnár 2012, 44–46, figs. 51–56; see also Molnár, Nagy 2013, 32–33, figs. 7–8.
79 E. g. Németi, Molnár 2012, 48; Molnár, Nagy 2013, 31.
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Fig. 15. The multi‑layer site of Berveni‑Holmoş.

Fig. 16. Berveni‑Holmoş. Greyscale plot of the magnetometer survey 
overlying the satellite image (source: Google Earth).

The magnetogram of Berveni is heavily disturbed by the modern use of this landscape feature as 
a border post (Figs. 16 and 17). Generally, in the Otomani area of north‑western Romania houses do 
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not show so far in the magnetometer data as clearly as they do in the Hatvan to Füzesabony example 
discussed above80. Yet, at Berveni as well there is evidence for the existence of a ditch, that may at 
least at some point in time have been equal to the Bobald one in impressiveness. Size, as well, may 
not have been that different: The central part of Berveni is c. 90–110 m in diameter, plus a potential 
outer settlement towards the north‑west, where the site is not bounded by the neighbouring stream 
and anomalies indicate settlement activity (Fig. 16 and 17). This is not to deny the importance of 
Carei‑Bobald and to inflate Berveni. Yet, surely Berveni may have come close at least to the inner part 
of Bobald at some stage. 

Berveni may have been established somewhat later than Carei‑Bobald (see above, however, on 
discrepancies with regard to the starting date of Berveni). The inhabitants of Bobald may therefore 
have been able to lay claim to greater antiquity in an attempt to establish political preeminence. Yet, 
again, we must be wary of hindsight. For when Berveni was founded (be it in Otomani I or II), Bobald 
as well was less long‑lived and may have exposed at lot less visible ancestry (i. e. height) than in its 
present final condition (compare Figs. 13 and 15)81. In addition, we do not really know for how long 
and precisely when Bobald featured the outmost expansion of its demarcation and outer settlement. 
It remains unclear, therefore, when (and to what extent) its community was able to summon an out‑
standing number of households and inhabitants that truly set it apart from other contemporaneous 
sites on the Carei plain. 

The problems encountered become even more marked, when one turns to the site of Căpleni‑
Drumul Căminului (Királyföldek) that is situated at a distance of just some 5.5 km north of Carei‑
Bobald, and c. 1 km from the edge of the Carei plain and the transition to the lower‑lying Ecsed marsh 
(Figs. 11 and 12)82. Căpleni is positively identified as a fortified multi‑layer settlement83, yet it is 
labelled as an open site in the corresponding figures84. This is strange, for although Capleni, which is a 
tell‑like site with a remaining height of c. 1–1.5 m rather than a proper tell, certainly lacks the impres‑
sive height of Carei‑Bobald its enclosure can hardly be overlooked in the field (Fig. 18). There is also 
some chronological confusion here, since the site has been dated a) generally to Otomani times85, b) to 
a (pre‑Otomani) Early Bronze Age III Sanislău horizon86, or c) in other recent publications to Middle 
Bronze Age Otomani II times87. From the initial steps of a survey programme on the site an early date 
seems more likely, since most characteristic pieces of pottery would seem to date to Early Bronze Age 
III (Sanislău) times with few, if any classic Otomani (II‑III) material recovered so far88. Apart from the 
surface finds, an early date for Căpleni may also be implied by a comparison with the comparable forti‑
fied site at Andrid‑Dealul taurilor89 that is also dated to Early Bronze Age III / Sanislău times and only 
features a much less intense Middle Bronze Age occupation90.

80 A notable a exception being Crestur‑Cetățuie in the southern hills (Ghemiş 2014) where unpublished magnetometer 
data from 2016 and 2017 by the Universität zu Köln shows the remains of houses. Such differences in strength 
and corresponding magnetic visibility may be the combined result of various factors. Both (partial?) destruction 
by fire and construction details such as more massive walls and/or the decay of a greater amount of wood (used, 
for example, for different parts of houses or different house types) would have enhanced visibility by resulting in 
stronger positive anomalies. Partial or total destruction of house remains, on the other hand, with less building 
material present would have reduced the strength of the positive (dark) signal given by the walls etc.  Processes 
involved here may include anything from deliberate clearing the site of a house after its destruction or abandonment 
to more or less complete erosion of house remains already in prehistory or in consequence of deep ploughing and 
modern agriculture. It is a yet unclear which of these accounts for the differences in magnetic visibility observed 
between our two study areas.

81 The thickness of Otomani I layers at Carei‑Bobald is given with 0.2 m to 0.4 m, plus previous Sanislău layers c. 0.5–0.6 m 
thick (Németi, Molnár 2012, 37–40). So during Otomani II times the site initially would have been much less visible as a 
landmark than it is today.

82 Marta 2014c.
83 Németi, Molnár 2012, 48–49 with annotation 103; Molnár, Nagy 2013, 31 with annotation 79.
84 Németi, Molnár 2012, 45, figs. 53–54, no. 7; Molnár, Nagy 2013, 32, fig. 7.2, no. 21.
85 Bader 1978, 12,2 no. 19.
86 E. g. Roman, Németi 1986, 208, fig. 8 who set apart the Early Bronze Age Sanislău group from the Middle Bronze Age 

Otomani sequence; accordingly, more recently Marta 2014c, 62.
87 Németi, Molnár 2002, 125, no. 21; Németi, Molnár 2012, 44–46, 48–49; Molnár, Nagy 2013, 58.
88 See also Schmid 2015, 70–71.
89 Marta et al. 2010.
90 Marta 2014a, 28.
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Fig. 17. Berveni‑Holmoş. Interpretation of the magnetometer data.

Either way, Căpleni does not seem to have achieved a comparable tradition like Bobald (mind its 
limited height). Nonetheless, our magnetometer data shows an impressive demarcation that was pos‑
sibly renewed or extended at least once since there is evidence of two ditches (Fig. 19). With a diam‑
eter of the inner ditch of c. 115–130 m, corresponding to an enclosed area of c. 1.2 ha, and at least an 
additional c. 1.5 ha enclosed by the outer ditch (i. e. just the area so far covered by magnetometry in 
the west and north of the site), this is certainly not a small site. From the magnetometer data, that 
shows a lot of anomalies most likely related to settlement activity, it is quite clear that the inner part 
of Căpleni was more or less densely occupied. Magnetometry also indicates that there was an outer 
settlement, and occupation extended outside the ditch(es). Numerous surface finds of pottery render 
it likely that this occupation extended even beyond the area hitherto covered by magnetometry. So 
here is, in the immediate vicinity of Carei‑Bobald, evidence for another community, that at some point 
in time may even have exceeded Bobald in numbers. Depending on chronology (see above), this may 
have been the case early in the Bronze Age sequence (Sanislău times) or somewhat later during Middle 
Bronze Age Otomani II times. The former (earlier) dating certainly leaves open some kind of popula‑
tion movement and concentration in Bobald, but it would at the same time detract Middle Bronze Age 
II Bobald of one of its (dependent?) ‘satellites’. The latter (younger) dating would see heyday Otomani 
II Bobald ‘rivalled’ by a neighbouring prosperous community.
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Fig. 18. The multi‑layer site of Căpleni‑Drumul Căminului seen from the south‑west.

Discussion

Bearing in mind such considerations and new evidence, the existence of a political territory con‑
trolled by Carei‑Bobald and extending north as far as Bereveni is entirely circumstantial. It comes 
down to worldview and the spatial statistics applied. Bobald certainly occupies a central position on 
the Carei plain (close, actually, to the historical centre of this area). At least during some phases of its 
occupation it is likely to have exceeded sites like Berveni in size and numbers. However, it is entirely 
unclear, why and how such difference and a potentially transient kind of ‘centrality’ should have trans‑
lated into the existence of a politically controlled polity at chiefdom level.

In fact, we do not even really know if Carei‑Bobald I was structurally different from ‘second‑order’ 
sites like Berveni or Capleni at any time. At present the chronology of the outer settlement and ditches 
of Bobald is still unclear. But we would probably be mistaken to expect a densely occupied outer set‑
tlement, when even the central tell is thought to have comprised groups of houses and some open 
space91. Similarly, it is likely that the three ditches thought to have been identified did not coexist at 
any given time, but instead belonged to different phases. Comparable to other such sites92, it is likely 
that the community at Carei‑Bobald was subject to continuous change, with some households being 
more sucessful than others, some expanding, some potentially relocating, others becoming extinct 
etc. Static archaeological maps, aerial photographs or magnetometer data do not represent an ancient 
reality. We must certainly not read them in a way that collapses long‑term settlement dynamics into 
an image of maximum site size and settlement intensity. Presumably, the Bobald community saw 
periods of expansion as well as such of decline. Such fluctuation must not be subsumed without good 
reason to a pattern of linear growth with the maximum size expected during the latest stage of occupa‑
tion and political dominance merely derived from size93.

91 Németi, Molnár 2012, 55–56.
92 A similar spatial layout and development can probably be encountered at Vráble‑Fidvár (see above; Bátora et al. 2008; 

Bátora et al. 2009; Bátora et al. 2012).
93 E. g. Molnár, Nagy 2013, 28–33.
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Fig. 19. Căpleni‑Drumul Căminului. Greyscale plot of the magnetometer 
survey overlying the satellite image (source: Google Earth).

The outer settlement at Bobald is not well understood and little is known how ‘on‑tell’ house‑
holds compared to ‘off‑tell’ ones. However, it is very likely that this was not a matter of hierarchy, 
but one of dynamic interaction and continuous renegotiation with different outcome. Like else‑
where in the Carpathian Basin the relation of the central tell part to settlement activity in its imme‑
diate surroundings is likely to have been fluid. That is to say, the total number of people living at 
Bobald is likely to have changed through time, and we do not know if this was a linear progression 
up to higher numbers, or if at times there was a reversal and decline. Also, we do not know the 
relative precentage of people living on the central tell part and in the outer part of the settlement 
respectively during different phases of occupation. It is possible that this ratio repeatedly under‑
went change. It is unclear, too, if the families, the lineages or households that could lay claim to 
the central tell part of the site, remained the same or at least were stable in numbers throughout 
its history. It is obvious, however, that the total number of houses and households in the central 
tell part was limited. The outer settlement may in certain periods have substantially added to total 
population numbers. Yet, given a similar pattern of occupation in both the inner and outer settle‑
ment, even so the total size of the Carei‑Bobald community was restricted. Potentially, it was not 
that far beyond neighbouring sites. Furthermore, there are certainly no indications that food pro‑
duction was of lesser importance for the inhabitants of Carei‑Bobald than for neighbouring sites. 
All of these communities were drawing on agriculture and livestock breeding94. And despite claims 
to the contrary95, there is in fact little indication that on the ‘central’ tell particular emphasis was 
placed on craft production instead. For the distribution of metal artefacts and the available evi‑
dence for the practice of metallurgy such as casting moulds on the Carei plain rather do not support 
an elite‑driven model of prestiguous metalwork. Rather one gets the impression of a decentralised 

94 Németi, Molnár 2012, 58–62, 66, 68–70.
95 Molnár 2011, 310–311.
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small‑scall production, that took place on both the fortified tell sites and beyond in the less long‑
lived and archaeologically less visible open sites96. 

All these questions raised require further work. But it is already clear, that whereever archaeo‑
logical study is intensified, we find evidence of a dynamic settlement system and diachronic change, 
that we do not even understand in chronological and spatial terms, let alone in economic and social 
ones. We should be warned, therefore, that prehistoric reality was complex. Yet, our interpretations 
still focus on the linear evolution of hierarchical society, and this is what we expect and consequently 
find in our study of Bronze Age settlement.

We witness here, what may be called the ‘Benta effect’: Recent research in the Transdanubian Benta 
valley has shown that in Early Bronze Age Nagyrév times there were possibly at least two distinct ‘poli‑
ties’ – one centred on the rather large open settlement of Sóskút (c. 4.75 ha) located in the upper Benta 
valley and the other one on the tell site of Százhalombatta‑Földvár (c. 2 ha) situated in the lower part 
of the valley and orientated towards the Danube97. Middle Bronze Age Vatya times saw a substantial 
increase in estimated population numbers. The fortified tell of Százhalombatta‑Földvár grew to some 
5.5 ha in this period (including its surrounding open settlement), but again it was actually outnum‑
bered both in size and estimated number of inhabitants by an open site, this time at Tárnok further up 
the Benta valley (c. 12.5 ha, 550 people). Hence, what we see is a complex and dynamic system of open 
sites and fortified multi‑layer settlements that co‑developed during Nagyrév and Vatya times. The 
former are known to have covered broadly the same size range like the tells and may even have been 
much larger98. Yet, it is the tell that takes pride of place, and in Vatya times the model proposed has us 
believe in the evolution of just one tell‑dominated polity extending along all the Benta valley and with 
all political power emanating from Százhalombatta‑Földvár99. It is unclear here, why the entire Benta 
valley should have come under the political control of Százhalombatta. For, if settlement size and 
(estimated) population numbers are taken as an indicator of socio‑economic complexity and political 
relationships, the greater ‘centrality’ of this site is not self‑evident. Instead, there is a large overlap in 
size and population between tells and open sites, as well as great variability in both groups themselves. 
Incidentally, this criticism also applies on the household level. The reconstruction of a ‘charioteer’s 
house’ and a ‘new warrior elite’ etc. at Százhalombatta is entirely speculative100. It is clearly not shared 
by other collaborators in the same project, who consider different traditions at household level, but 
make it quite clear that the evidence of horizontal and vertical differentiation is poor101.

Much the same seems to apply on the Otomani period Carei plain, although, of course, intensive 
survey work there has only just begun. It is certainly open to debate, if political dominance is the best 
model to account for sites like Carei‑Bobald, Tiream, Berveni or Căpleni and their spatial patterning. 
Late Neolithic tell sites of the Carpathian Basin have been interpreted as focal sites of tribal groups 
that attracted communication, exchange and expressed a sense of continuity102. They are not, however, 
seen in social and functional terms very much distinct from surrounding settlement units. It was not 
power, from this perspective, that held the system together, or the control exercised by a central place 
over its tributaries103. Rather the organising principle was tribal identity, reinforced, for example, by 
traditions expressed by tell settlements, by regular gatherings and feasting. It is not at all given, that 
such a model should not apply to Bronze Age tell sites any more.

Conclusions

Drawing on two case studies from a much wider and diverse Bronze Age landscape we have seen 
that multi‑layer tell sites can only be said to have ‘dominated’ the landscape in a very restricted sense. 

96 See the catalogue of related finds in Molnár 2011, 311–318; see also Găvan 2012; Găvan 2013 for the wider archaeological 
context of metalworking on tells and beyond.

97 Earle, Kolb 2010, 72.
98 I. e. Tárnok with 12.5 ha; Earle, Kolb 2010, 72–74; Artursson 2010, 106–108.
99 Earle, Kristiansen 2010b; Earle, Kristiansen 2010c.
100 Earle, Kristiansen 2010c, 233–234.
101 Sørensen 2010, 140–141; Sørensen, Vicze 2013, 159–160.
102 E. g. Parkinson 2002; Parkinson 2006.
103 See also Link 2006, 59–63, 84.
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Instead, there is a wide range of organisational options and divergent regional trajectories that should 
not be subsumed under covering models of the “Rise of Bronze Age Society”.

Multi‑layer Hatvan and Füzesabony period sites of the Borsod plain, our first case study, are 
noticeable for their division of the settled area into distinct zones: The inner core with a multi‑layer, 
tell or tell‑like settlement surrounded by a massive ditch; and an outer settlement that itself can be 
divided in two parts, an intensively used inner part often with houses and an outer part featuring 
pits indicative of activities such as storage or production. Such tell or tell‑like sites, some of them 
developing as part of larger settled areas, are the ‘standard’ type of settlement in this micro‑region, 
situated at more or less regular distances, and there seem to be few, if any, single‑layer settlements 
in between them. Such communities were more or less successful, the size of their settlements varied 
through time and achieved various degrees of ‘ancestry’. However, we seem to be looking at a network 
of more or less equivalent sites, and surely political ‘centrality’ is not the right concept to ‘measure’ 
such differences. 

In our second case study, the Otomani communities of the Carei plain, too, can be shown to have 
occupied multi‑layer tell or tell‑like sites that were surrounded by massive ditches, mind the famous 
eponymous site of Otomani‑Cetăţuia itself. However, unlike the Hatvan and Füzesabony situation 
further west, in the Romanian Otomani ‘territory’ it is quite clear, that the tells or fortified sites were 
surrounded by a network of open settlements. So here is an example of the above mentioned vari‑
ability in terms of settlement organisation and regional integration through time. Given such diver‑
gent trajectories, it is not at all an easy task to determine the function and meaning of tell sites in their 
respective micro‑regions. Yet, in much Bronze Age research it is agreed without further consideration 
that tells sites were economic centres drawing on the agricultural surplus from surrounding open 
sites, and that they were home to tribal aristocracies and local chieftains. 

For sure, on many of the long‑lived tell sites of both the previous Late Neolithic and the Bronze 
Age there was a concern with the demarcation of space since they were enclosed by more or less mas‑
sive ditches. These may have been simply fortifications to guard against frequent aggression, markers 
of a community’s strength and success or an expression of social and cultural identity opposite the 
outside world. Similarly, living on a tell may just be the result of its favourable topographic situation 
with respect to natural resources, or it may point to a concern with tradition and ancestry expressed 
by the continuous re‑building of houses in the same place and the accumulation of settlement debris 
into an impressive mound. The workforce involved in the construction and maintenance of ditches 
may point to some organising authority. The widely visible ancestry of such places may have provided 
the opportunity to draw on the symbolic capital accumulated. However, it is entirely unclear if this 
involved individual or communal decision‑taking, if or to what extent individual aggrandisement was 
possible, or if we are faced with communal endeavours. 

Modelling such communities in terms of ‘chiefdoms’ emerging and the development (= rise) of 
political economy, entails a misfit between the prehistoric situation under study and the ethnographic 
model applied. For after all, we are concerned with tell communities or ‘society’, characterised exactly 
by its long‑term settlement stability, by gradual growth, if any, and continued reference back to ances‑
tral place instead of by rapid change as implied by ethnographically derived ‘chiefdoms’ and ‘prestige 
goods economies’ – some of which, such as the potlatch, are quite uniquely competitive and the direct 
result of early modern colonial encounters between indigenous groups and the industrialised ‘West’. 

It is not claimed thereby that the Bronze Age tell communities of the Carpathian Basin were 
egalitarian. However, the way they organised their social space is no doubt informative of concerns 
other than competition among individuals or coorperate groups and attempts to establish or repro‑
duce political hierarchies. We do not know whence and where decisions were taken in Bronze Age 
tell‑‘building’ communities and what groups of people were involved on various levels of decision‑
taking. But surely the ‘feel’ of it was different from the deliberate architectural framing of political 
power evident in (later) Bronze Age societies of the Mediterranean so often used as a model. Instead, 
we are fully entitled to assume long‑term stability of local traditions and the continued co‑existence 
of structurally different societies and cultures even if some kind of contact and/or exchange between 
them can be established. Thus, in our tell communities decision‑taking was done, on various different 
occasions, on some rather unspectacular open space, inside or around some house of average size even 
if it belonged to the most economically successful or otherwise influential family or descent group of 
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that phase or in various locations outside the settlement. In any case it took place devoid of framing, 
but possibly in view of the focal point of the entire community, the tell, not just that of a particular 
individual or group.

It is not suggested we go back to a one to one reading of the archaeological evidence, i. e. small 
houses and absence of a palace equals equality. However, the built environment and spatial organisa‑
tion of Bronze Age tells certainly reflected and shaped commonly accepted values and perception. 
They framed daily activites as well as ritual and social action. They were drawn upon in social dis‑
course, and by their specific quality they encouraged some notions held and strategies pursued while 
discouraging others, just by their mundane presence and by withdrawing attention from alternative 
options. By contrast, the palaces at Mycenae, Pylos and Tiryns all have evidence of different economic 
and political practices than those observed on Bronze Age tells throughout south‑eastern Europe (see 
Kienlin 2015a, 83–130 for full references). In a practical sense such activities required certain facili‑
ties (e. g. rooms for storage, assemblage and feasting etc.). At the same time these ‘facilities’ took on 
a monumental form that reinforced certain practices and the perception of inequality104. The political 
and parts of the economic domain were set apart. Access or participation was denied to large groups 
of people (e. g. the unequal access to Mycenaean court yards, participation in feasting, the handing out 
of goods in redistribution etc.). 

It is world‑view then that blinds us against acknowledging continuity from the European Neolithic 
to the Bronze Age and has us believe in Mediterranean style development instead. For how else come 
we accept a likeness of the sites discussed here, or the most recent reconstruction of Százhalombatta‑
Földvár, that does not look too overcrowded and orderly105, with the urban centres of the Near East or 
palace society of the Mycenaean Bronze Age, when the entire settlement layout suggests an emphasis 
on the likeness of households and not showing difference? When it points to segmentation and dis‑
tinct clusters of houses even in the most optimistic reconstruction or when there is little to no indica‑
tion of horizontal (e. g. craft production) and vertical differentiation (i. e. social inequality and political 
leadership) in the settlement remains at all? 

There is a bias in the reading of the evidence with undue emphasis put on the emergence of social 
differentiation and political inequality. Alternative approaches are denied, such as an interpretation 
as focal sites of communal identity and tribal tradition. Rarely doubt is cast on the assumption that 
architectural continuity is the visible expression of the accumulation of power and prestige, despite 
the fact that a tell’s ‘impressiveness’ may be the result of various different factors such as conscious 
claim made to traditions or just the choice of dry patches fit for settlement in a landscape prone to 
frequent flooding. It is suggested that such issues need to be adressed open‑mindedly, without refer‑
ence to an all‑embracing Bronze Age meta‑narrative, and on the basis of a much better understanding 
of regional settlement dynamics that can only be obtained by intensive future research. 
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104 E. g. Maran 2006; Siennicka 2010.
105 Earle, Kristiansen 2010a, plate 8.2.
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